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Recent research indicates that any given post only reaches 6% of your fans, and that number
continues to decline!Heres the simple math: Out of every 100 of your page fans, less than 6 of them
(on average) will see a post from your page.Want to expose more people to your Facebook page
content? Well show you how in just 3-easy steps.Step 1. In this new roundup, we've added gReader,
Feeder, Reeder, and Pandaand removed Fever, FeedDemon, Pulp, Reader+, and Press. Tutorials How
To Set Up A Facebook RSS Feed Reader Application For Your Blog > . $19.99 Mac; $7.99 iOS Mac,
iOS gReader For a simple way to get the news on Android, gReader is one of the most popular
options. Today, there are still a number of great RSS tools that are actively being improved, apps
you can use to follow your favorite sitesfrom powerful crowd favorites like Feedly to simple Chrome
extensions like Feeder. Blog Home The 12 Best RSS Reader Apps to Follow Your Favorite Blogs, Sites,
and Feeds Vicky Cassidy / April 26, 2017 . When a fix is in place, we will update the post.]Step 2. It
includes a standard three column layout with your feeds, articles, and a preview of the original story
by default. It even includes gestures: Pull up on an article to go to the next one, pinch to parse the
article text, and swipe up to share a piece. RSS is one of the oldest parts of the internet, but even in
today's social media-addicted world, it's still useful. Inoreader Price: Free with ads; from $14.99/year
Starter Plan for ad-free reading with customizable dashboard Selfoss (Self-hosted Web, 3rd party
iOS, Android) Best for: Customizing your RSS reader Want to host an RSS reader app on your own
server? Selfoss is one of the best options for that today (along with the aforementioned NewsBlur).
Try Zapier Free . And with its companion iOS apps for feeds and podcasts, you can keep your
important news with you everywhere. Try Zapier Free Email me about new features. It's a file that
most websites update with their newest blog posts, videos, deals and more, so you can "subscribe"
to sites and have new content automatically pushed to you. It's teamwork, but simpler, more
pleasant and more productive. Route the updates to Twitter, LinkedIn, Tumblr and more. Searches
can be saved to create dynamic feeds to find future articles, and you can even automate actions to
send an alert if certain criteria are met using the "News Filter" feature. .. You can then share your
favorite articles on social networks or broadcast them within Inoreader, which shares your favorite
content with your followers. However, we are happy to report a new super easy way to create an RSS
feed using a tool called Zapier.Step 1: First, you will need to create a Zapier account.Once done,
follow the steps below to create a Facebook RSS feed.This recipe will make it incredibly easy to
supercharge your social media and dlvr.it accounts.Get Started with Your Facebook RSS FeedClick
Make a Zap!. Premium Web Bloglovin' A social news reader mixed with an RSS app, Bloglovin' lets
you browse popular articles by topic and follow your favorite sites via RSS. Log in with Facebook Log
in with Twitter Log in with Google Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now.. Then I fill in a support email address (should be an address where you or
your fellow developers can be contacted). Select Create Item in Feed and then click Save +
Continue. The internet is overloaded with content. Web, iOS, Chrome Feedbin Advanced search
$3/mo. But if you're struggling to find the perfect tool, the best tool might just be one you're already
using. Automate tasks. Click on Submit afterwards: You should now be on the My Applications page
where you can find the API Key and the Secret for your app. Panda Price: Free; $4.99/month for no
ads, unlimited feeds, and integrations Feedbin (Web) Best for: Advanced search Another very
popular RSS app is Feedbin 5a02188284
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